
Designing in a ‘WOW’ for the first impression
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CONSULTING DESIGN PRODUCTION CONSTRUCTION TRAINING AFTER-SALES SERVICE
Our engineers create a detailed plan, 
calculate the statics and select the 
ideal LED modules for your project.

Do you have a rough idea of what your 
project should look and work like? 

We have the expertise to implement it. 
We are happy to advise you in detail and 
take over the planning for your project. 

Every project requires a customized 
solution. This applies to displays as well as 
the associated brackets and substructures. 
We produce all the components ourselves, 

to make sure that everything fits 
perfectly in the end.

The most important factors for a smooth 
process are our local specialists. Their 
knowledge and flexibility make them 

guarantors of an on-time performance.

Our trainers are real experts. 
They pass on their knowledge 

of the display system to the people 
who are responsible for the operation, 

making them experts, too.

After the project, you can rely on us 
just as much as during the project. 

Whenever you need us, we will immediately 
be there and solve the problem – 

this is a promise! 

SIX-POINT SERVICE

Our in-house R&D unit is constantly 
developing new products and optimizing 

existing systems. Therefore, we can 
continuously expand our technical lead 

and find new display solutions.

DEVELOPMENT
Did we raise 

your interest?
Please send us an email 

or give us a call.
The S[quadrat] team is
looking forward to get 

in contact with you.

GREAT IDEA!
WE MAKE IT HAPPEN
You want to create visual art? You want to show everyone that you believe in what you do? 
With our stunning LED solutions it is no problem at all.

We, the S[quadrat] GmbH team, have successfully realized numerous big projects around the globe in the past 15 years, 
and now we distinguish ourselves by service, knowledge, quality and reliability of our display solutions.

Bring your ideas to life with us, we are there for you from the first planning step.

DEVELOPED 
IN GERMANY



MVV, Mannheim / GermanyTelekom bridge, Bonn / Germany

Elbphilharmonie, Hamburg / GermanyElbphilharmonie, Hamburg / GermanyL‘Atoll, Beaucouzé / France

Royal Opera House, London / Great Britain

Lazy River Europa-Park, 
Rust / Germany

Fraport, Frankfurt / Germany

Experience 
a new kind of art

MEDIA FACADES
AMORPHOUS
DISPLAYS
And then there was light. Nowadays, light designers and architects are conceiving some truly awesome 
creations in public spaces. Boring, grey buildings are transformed into glowing sculptures. But is it 
all just a facade? Far from it! Interior spaces also receive their fair share of special features.  

Media Facades
Our media facades give a touch of glamour to any building. A media facade turns a simple building 
into a lighthouse in the urban ocean. In one fell swoop, boring office buildings are transformed into 
works of art, dreary tower blocks into gigantic advertising columns, and monotonous purpose-built 
edifices into popular postcard scenes. Media facades therefore transform not only the attractiveness 
of buildings, but also their popularity.

Amorphous Displays 
Amorphous displays let you go around. They make it possible to realize curved and round shapes in 
LED installations. They deliver panache and exclusivity wherever a square display simply isn‘t enough. 
They provide for the extra bit of astonishment.  

Uniqa, Wien / Austria



Let your 
eyes feel

Semi-transparent Displays 
Semi-transparent displays are ideal for effectively dividing a room. They become living walls with 
constantly changing faces and captivate their beholders. They also allow you to see the other side of 
the venue and thus produce a completely new sense of space. Whether outside looking in or inside 
looking out, you are given visibility beyond the screen.

Media Installations
Like art from the future – this is how media installations are meant to look. They add the finishing 
touch to architectural gems and are the icing on the cake for modern works of art. Embedded in 
spectacular buildings, they breathe life into the constructions they adorn. 

SEMI-TRANSPARENT
DISPLAYS
MEDIA INSTALLATIONS

Frankfurt PalaisQuartier / Germany

Brainlab HQ, München / GermanyCasino Bad Ragaz / Switzerland

Philharmonie de Paris / FranceMercedes-Benz, Berlin / GermanyMercedes-Benz, Berlin / Germany

Brainlab HQ, München / Germany

A&O / Luxembourg 



www.squadrat.de

Headquarters
S[quadrat] GmbH, In der Alting 4, 90596 Schwanstetten, Nuremberg / Germany
phone: +49 9170 94 398 - 0, fax: +49 9170 94 398 - 25, email: info@squadrat.de

Branch offices
S[quadrat] 
Shenzhen / China 01
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DEVELOPED 
IN GERMANY

Your Advantages 

 FIRST-CLASS PRODUCTS
 CE, FCC & EMC COMPLIANCE
 FLEXIBLE AFTER-SALES SERVICE
 SERVICE PARTS MANAGEMENT
 INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
 INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS
 RELIABILITY
 QUALIFFIED EMPLOYEES
  CERTIFIED TECHNOLOGY
 GERMAN R & D


